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Atlanta University Library
Cornerstone Laying
Hundreds of people witnessed the laying
of the cornerstone of the Atlanta University
Library, Sunday, November 1, 1931, con¬
ducted hv the Masonic Grand Lodge of
Georgia.
The exercises began at Sisters Chapel,
with President John Hope, of Atlanta Uni¬
versity, presiding. After the organ prelude,
the invocation was offered by Rev. E. C.
Mitchell, Dean of Morris Brown College,
followed by a scripture reading by President
Florence M. Read, of Spelman College. At
the close of the hymn the Masons led the pro¬
cession to the library on Chestnut Street.
At the library, prayer was offered by Rev.
E. R. Carter, pastor of Friendship Baptist
Church. Remarks were given by Austin T.
Walden, piesident of Atlanta University
Alumni Association. Kendall Weisiger,
chairman of the Library Building Commit¬
tee, gave the address. He told how the build¬
ing was an example of wisdom, strength, and
beauty; wisdom in the location; strength, in
the materials used; beauty, in its simple,
colonial architecture. The building is a rep¬
resentative product of the South. The ex¬
terior bricks came from North Carolina, in¬
terior bricks from Georgia, steel from Geor¬
gia. cement from Georgia and Alabama, and
marble from Tennessee. It is a monument
to cooperation and haiinony among officers,
instructors, architects, consultants, and work¬
men. Even nature seems to have cooperated
in sending good weather while the building
is being constructed.
Continued on page 5)
Armistice Day
Ernestine Anthony, ’32
All the world was waiting for the news.
Every switchboard and wireless receiver was
ready for the most momentous dispatch ever
flung out by electricity. Seven million, five
hundred thousand men had been butchered
by the cruel hands of war. Hearts of widows,
mothers, children, and lovers were already
crushed.
Now a shell bursts, and now a great gun
bellows as the war lagged on. Then came
the cold foggy morning of November 11,
1918, when the Armistice was signed at 11
a.m. Even in Germany, the relief that the
horror had ceased, dulled the realization of
the great disaster. Throughout the wide world
there followed a day of rejoicing, such as
would abide long in the memories of the
millions that joined in it. This memorable
day marked the end of the greatest tragedy
in the history of the world.
All this happened thirteen years ago, and
since that time the glories and marvels of
war have ceased to be proclaimed. The way
the war broke out and developed, and its
terrible consequences gave convincing proof
of tin* necessity of preserving peace and of
saving civilization from the recurrence of
such a catastrophe.
Haggard and mentally deranged men,
broken and crushed bodies, hard faces, cries
of dying men, moral deterioration, damaged
and economically maladjusted cities, and
drained treasuries, offer part of the deplor¬
able picture of the World War.
Bleeding, demoralized, but recovering and
(Continued on page 2)
The Passing of the Barracks
and the Coming of the
New Athletic Field
Soon the last of the barracks will be gone;
their existence will be only history to the
future generations. These buildings were
occupied by the Union soldiers during the
Civil War. Besides the few remaining ones
which at present are located on Ella Street
opposite the campus, there were once five
more near the present spot where Morehouse
Hall stands. In January, 1883, the American
Baptist Home Mission Society secured an
option on this property known in Atlanta
as the “Barracks”, and in February of the
same year the first boarding department of
the Atlanta Baptist Female Seminary (now
Spelman College) was opened here.
The largest of the five buildings which
had been constructed for a soldiers’ hospital
was renovated to serve as a chapel, class¬
room, dining-room, and dormitory. Union
Hall became a fitting name for this edifice
which rendered such a combination of serv¬
ices. On June 24, 1887, this hall was de¬
stroyed by fire, and Gile- Hall was erected
in its place. Late on, as other beautiful
buildings appeared on the campus, the old
barracks disappeared. One of them was
transformed into a barn for cows which were
kept on the campus at that time; another
was used as a wo k shop. The surviving
buildings, which are now doomed to early
destruction, have housed many families. Cer¬
tainly the history of the barracks reveals
their unique service. But old things must
give place to new.
Through the efforts of President Read,
Spelman College is now the possessor of the
last of the barracks across the street. He e
will be arranged a spacious athletic field,
(('ontinued on Page 5)
Thanksgiving
Erckll Powell, ’32
On Thanksgiving the l'iist holiday of the
college year, class activity will step for a
day; there will he a service for worship
and thanksgiving and at one o’clock an
abundant harvest dinner. These things hold
an interest for the students, but the most
exhileratine expo fence that the season brings
is an awakening in the heart of every girl
of the desire to share her blessings with
those less fortunate than she. That is why
each em* makes a personal contribution to
the Thanksgiving offering. It is hoped that
Spelman students will always keep and elier
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Editorial
Say, girls, didn’t you feel good when those
Spelman scenes were flashed before your
eyes the night of October 17th in Howe
Hall! Even if you weren’t in the movies
yourself, what fun it was to watch your
friends do their gymnastics or purposely
stroll around nonchalantly, to be caught ac¬
cidentally by the camera’s eye. The spirit
of the Fiftieth Anniversary came back with
the showing of scenes from that occasion.
One was reminded of the marvelous growth
of Spelman by the contrasting pictures of
the Spelman of 1881 and of Spelman in
1031. In short, the spirit of delight and of
appreciation ushered in a feeling of college
pride that is akin to college spirit. Let’s
keep up that spirit!
Armistice Day
(Continued from page 1)
not without hope, the world began to look
forward to Armistice Day, not only because it
ended the world’s greatest disaster, but be¬
cause it fostered the beginning of the gieat-
est. pacifist movement in history. The League
of Nations has been formed for the peace¬
ful settlement of disputes that may lead to
war. It has led to international cooperation
regarding such vital questions as finances,
disarmaments, justice, protection, and dis¬
putes between countries. The World Court
has been established to deal with cases of
international importance. Its opinions and
judgments have been a great aid in pre¬
serving peace by means of arbitration.
This world cooperation that came as a le-
sult of the bitterness of the war has made
Aimistiee Day the most noble of celebia-
tions, for it has again set the spirit of Chris¬
tianity working in the hearts of men.
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I he Right Way and the Left
According to the walks they choose to go
to chapel, the students who live in More¬
house Mali may be divided into two classes:
those who choose the Tapley walk and those
who choose the Rockefeller walk. ’The first
class is composed of the orthodox and the
geometers; the second, the pioneers and the
geometers. Members of each class say that
their way is nearer or that they just like to
go that way. In numbers, class two exceeds,
so that it seems that class one is the pioneer¬
ing one, but this is not true.
The orthodox persons of class one would
proudly tell you that it isn’t true. They
know that down through the semesters their
way has been the way, the established way.
Foimer collegiates have trod that way. It is
the historical way. Why change? The other
way can’t In* any nearer. They believe this
so fiimly that they never go the other way,
even to find out if it is nearer.
Why should they, when they have started
out nearly the same time and arrived before
cue who went the other way?
‘ Let’s go the new way,” say the pioneers.
The urge, although small at first, has in¬
creased so much that it affects most of the
students. Some go the Rockefeller way, as
pioneers. Others follow, not knowing why
except that everybody goes that way. The
Rockefeller route is termed the most col¬
legiate. Why should one go over the same
old path all the time? This walk is just
as near.
The geometry students do not stop with
telling you, but they proceed to prove to
you which is the nearer way. The “Tapleys”
say that the third side of a triangle is shorter
than the other two. Tapley walk is the third
side. Therefore it is the shorter way. The
“Rockefellers” say that to go by Tapley the
walker loses on the corner because he has to
pass the chapel door, come back to it, then
travel the length of the walk to the door.
All this takes more energy and time than
are required by going the other way. There¬
fore the Rockefeller way is nearer.
A moralist might find here enough mate¬
rial out of which to mold a lesson. He might
even compare the situation to Van Dyke’s
high and low ways. However, let it be
sufficient for a humble observer merely to
mention the left and right ways and then
pass on to the other observations.
New Faculty Member
Dr. Kurt Volz, Professor of German
jointly for Atlanta University and Spelman
and Morehouse Colleges, avIio has his Ph.D. de¬
gree from Heidelberg University in Germany,
was a lieutenant in the German army during
the World War and has studied in Dijon Uni¬
versity in France and at Oxford University
in England. While in the army Doctor Volz
was editor of the Kriegeszeitung, a daily
paper with a circulation of 40,000. He has
also had teaching experience in Germany, in
Switzerland, and in France.
Campus Visitors
President Arthur Howe of Hampton ln-
stitute, Virginia was a very pleasant sur¬
prise to the Spelman assembly, Wednesday
morning, October 28. Besides blunging
greetings from Hampton, he brought a gen¬
erous share of brief but timely advice.
“People talk too much,” he said.
Tn getting an education, one would do
well to lemember several significant habits
which, though seemingly minor, are great
factors in getting the right kind of training.
Every student should learn how to think
and speak with accuracy and precision.
There is no need of speaking unless one has
something to say. The best friend to help
one to reach this goal is the dictionary.
Get into the habit of reading, also, for
reading feeds the soul. Finally, one must
have the right attitude, understanding, and
culture in regard to those around. Some
people know everything and understand
nothing. Knowledge plus wisdom and
knowledge pins personality produce that
broadness which lifts one to higher realms of
living.
Mr. Trevor Arnett, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees of Spelman College, and
Mrs. Arnett visited the campus the last
Thursday and Friday of October. Mr.
Arnett in his chapel talk brought out many
new thoughts that apply effectively to stu¬
dent life. He found them in the familiar fable
from wise Ae'op, 7'he Race of the Tlare and
the Tortoise. Get a lesson from the endur¬
ance and perseverence of the Tortoise. Have
a ceitain goal in mind and keep on working
towards, it; don’t wait until June to begin
work; start right now.
The college is always glad to have Mr.
and Mrs. Arnett as guests, because there
seems to be no end to the sources of
inspiration and useful advice they impart
to us.
Miss Alma Smith, a missionary whose
native home is in South Africa, stopped at
Spelman for a few days during her first
visit to America. She addressed the Sunday
School, Sunday morning, November 1, giving
a brief but vivid account of the life among
the native students. She earnestly asked
for our prayers for the development and
success of the missionary work.
President David Jones of Bennett Col¬
lege, Greensboro, N. C.. gave the students a
“heart to heart" talk on the thoughtless¬
ness of young people. Kindling with indig¬
nation and regret at the attitude of hun¬
dreds of college students who fail to meas¬
ure up, he poured out his emotions and
criticisms urging modern youth to be frank
and face the facts of life. He entreated
them to stop straining indulgent parents
for unnecessary money just to keep up with
the next fellow but to be more willing to
sacrifice and ask themselves whether they
are really worthy, after all.
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Ecumenical Conference
Several hundred Methodists who repre¬
sented twenty nations met in Atlanta during
the ten days of October 17-27, to hold the
sixth decennial session of the Methodist ecu¬
menical conference.
The general aim of the conference, which
was fully carried out, was to discuss in
round-table fashion the problems of family
interests and duties, besides debating differ¬
ences and discussing doctrines.
Some of the interesting incidents which
happened in connection with the conference
were the facts that all of the 150 speakers
who were chosen appeared; and in all the
thirty-six meetings that were held, not one
collection was taken.
Of the total number of forceful speaker’s,
perhaps Gypsy Smith, the English evan¬
gelist, was the most noted and interesting.
His text was an old favorite, “God’s Love
for Man.” He held the audience spellbound
and left them wishing for more when he
closed his sermon in less than an hour. All
the other speakers dwelt on human issues
and faced them squarely. Some were—
enforcement of prohibition laws, trial mar¬
riages, movies and talkies.
The conference was brought to a fitting
close Sunday afternoon, October 27th, with
a radio address by President Hoover and
an address in person by Vice-President Cur¬
tis. Both the president and vice-president
urged the continuation of the struggle for
world peace, and emphasized the fact that
it can be realized only through the combined
efforts of such homogeneous gatherings as
the Methodists of the ecumenical conference.
A book, now on the press, will carry the
complete program of the conference which
will mean an additional piece of history for
the city of Atlanta and for Methodism.
Conference members had the memorable
experience of comparing present Methodism
with that of the days of John Wesley. When
he came to Georgia, it took three months to
cross the Atlantic, and while in America he
was sometimes obliged to sleep on the ground
during his long journeys. The ecumenical
delegates crossed the ocean in almost as few
days and slept in Pullman cars. With no
members, no organization, no wealth in those
days, Methodism has grown until its con¬
stituency numbers 40,000,000 and its wealth
in property holdings tops the .$4,000,000,000
mark.
('omplimentarv to the conference delegates,
the noted Negro religious pageant, “Heaven
Bound", was given Friday night at the city
auditorium by the choir of Big Bethel Afri¬
can Methodist Church and choirs from sev¬
eral other Atlanta Negro Methodist churches.
Six thousand persons witnessed the per¬
formance.
Spelman College was fortunate in receiv¬
ing visits from many of these distinguished
guests of Atlanta, a few of whom spoke in
chapel. The speakers were: Prof. 11. Au¬
gustine Smith, Professor of llymnology at
Boston University and author of the college
hymnal, who led song services in devotions
on Tuesday morning, October 21st; l)r. John
Spelman Daffodils
Johnnie F. Moates, '33
Weddings and funerals are not the only
occasions on which one witnesses ringing
bells, soft music, flowers, and solemnity. To
the Spelman girl these are not quite so rare.
Anyone visiting the campus at 7:50 or 8:00
o’clock in the morning soon learns that the
bells are warnings, the flowers are decora¬
tions for the platform, and the soft music
is the prelude coming from the organ. This
unique daily beginning cultivates apprecia¬
tion, and accounts for the atmosphere of
stillness surrounding each individual.
Unless it happens that I am out of breath
from racing with the minute hand on my
watch, the inward ease which I gather from
the prelude is usually successful in stealing
all consciousness from me and prepares me
to listen attentively to the speaker of the
morning.
We gratefully share the opportunity of
seeing and hearing many of the prominent
men and women who are enlarging and con¬
tributing to modern history and civilization.
Among those who have been most interest¬
ing to me are Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, editor
of the Crisis; President Mordecai Johnson,
of Howard University; Dr. John R. Mott, an
international Y. M. C. A. leader and author¬
ity on foreign missions; Mr. Bahari Kallia
Ram, secretary of the National Y. M. C. A.
of India; a former Spelman girl, now doing
mission work in Africa; the organist of Trin¬
ity Baptist Church, and a few of our own
faculty members : President Hope, President
Read, Rev. Howard Thurman, and perhaps
most striking is Doctor Allen, who because
of her handicap should stir the shiftless
more-fortunate with humility.
Other features which add interest to chapel
life are the hymns and spirituals. We are
often surprised with selections from the glee
club, vocal and instrumental solos; and spir¬
ituals from the quartet. The recessional is
no small contribution. The regularity of the
rhythm lifts the veil of solemnity as each in
her turn marches gleefully to class with a
happy beginning for the day.
These programs, usually thirty minutes
long, are planned with much forethought and
precision. Each minute, precious and interest¬
ing, gives food to the mind. Appreciation of
these minutes comes during vacation when
memories reproduce a vivid picture of these
worship services. Each service is a flower
in life’s garden of school days. The pictur¬
esque manner in which these golden flowers
play upon my imagination is like that in
which the daffodils affected Wordsworth:
“For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils."
R. Mott, International Secretary of the
3 . M. A.; Dr. Thomas Tiplady, Lambeth
Mission, Lojidon. England; Rev. R. T. Noble,
pastor Primitive Methodist Church, Berker-
liead, England.
Hide-Outs
Laura M. Deadrick, '33
Several days ago there was an article in
the Atlanta Constitution concerning the
affairs in Manchuria, between China and
Japan, which interested me greatly, for I
came across a term that was new to me,
“hide-outs”.
This term was applied to the Manchurian
territory adjacent to Mongolia which is sub¬
ject to raids by such outlaws as the Turks
who wander over the plains of Mongolia and
seek ‘ hide-outs” in its mountains. These
bandits are surreptitious in their doings in
that they are willing to live on the outskirts
of a city or country and submit to no form
of government, so that they can make attacks
on innocent people and do other things that
they think no one else could do. Unsuspect¬
ing people do not know about these “hide¬
outs" nor of the hideous crimes these out¬
laws are committing.
We find that most youngsters have expe¬
rienced in their childhood some sort of “hide¬
out ’, although it is not in the same connec¬
tion as the one just mentioned. But most
children get a thrill out of doing things to
which their parents object. It is here that I
am reminded of one or two incidents in which
a small boy and his sister were connected
that illustrates the idea.
These children had a very important "hide¬
out" down in the cellar, where their mother
had put away all of her canned fruits and
preserves for the winter, and here, with the
art of pulling the rubbers from under the
caps on the jars and with two spoons they
would have an eating contest in which the
boy was always the winner. They kept up
this work month after month until one day
their kind and affectionate father happened
down in the cellar while the contest was on,
and you can take it from me that what lie
did for them was justice. This visit of their
father’s was so unexpected that they decided
to stay out of the cellar, unless they were
sent by their mother, for fear “Hi- Majesty”
would come again.
These children knew that they could have
just as much as they wanted to oat when
the time came, but they delighted in doing
something they thought they could get away
with without others knowing it.
It is true that we have certain ‘hide-outs"
in which we spend many happy moments, but
let us not make the mistake like the children
or the Turks I have mentioned; for instead
of fooling some one else, we may make the
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An Evening With Sandburg
Clara Stanton, ’33
A large group consisting of members of
the faculty and graduate and undergraduate
students was attracted by the clever poster
on Tapley bulletin Friday morning. It read,
“Ye Lovers of Poetry—Come Spend an Eve¬
ning with Sandburg. Miss Norwood, Host¬
ess, at Miss Read’s Cottage, Friday, Novem¬
ber (ith, 7:30 P.M.” This club, sponsored
by the English Department, is the first at¬
tempt at just this kind of an activity on the
campus. For a long time, however, both
teachers and students have had a very simi¬
lar idea in mind.
'the guests filled both the chairs and
the floor of the long living-room. The in¬
formal seating and the crackling open-fire
created an ideal atmosphere for Miss Nor¬
wood’s talk. The personality of Carl Sand¬
burg was introduced in a most delightful
manner; Miss Norwood’s acquaintance with
the poet gave a personal touch. Several
others also had seen Mr. Sandburg and heard
him lecture. Miss Norwood described the
poet’s appearance and told some of the his¬
tory of his life, thus drawing a background
for his poetry. First, she read and discussed
poems which she had chosen to bring out
the strength of Sandburg—Chicago and
Prayers of Steel Full of realism and almost
brutality, these are poems of industry. Carl
Sandburg is often called the poet laureate of
industrialism. Next, Miss Norwood showed
the gentle, homely side of Mr. Sandburg in
the second group of readings, including The
Fog, Clean Curtains, and Cool Tombs. The
poet’s imagination and spirituality are ex¬
pressed in Prayers of Steel, Limited, Grass
and A Fence.
Then came a very interesting part of the
meeting, the open forum discussion which
followed Miss Norwood’s talk. Some asked
for a re-reading of poems they liked, and
others asked for new ones. The discussion
broadened and broadened until it included
not only Sandburg, but many other poets,
as well as novelists. Sandburg was compared
and contrasted with other writers; the dis¬
cussion developed into an exchange of appre¬
ciations of favorite poets and poems.
The next meeting of the club is to be held
soon, although the date is not definitely de¬
termined. The next poet with whom acquain¬
tance is to be shared is Edna St. \ incent
Millay.
Two college students sat sewing in the
Clothing Department. Said girl No. 1; “I
wonder why 1 feel so nervous and fright¬
ened when I sew up a seam before I baste
it?” Girl No. 2 answered: “Because you
know you will have to rip what you've
sewed.'’
* * #
Here’s what a sophomore submitted when
asked to use the words dug out and light out
in one sentence. “I’m going to light out
across the campus and see if my last-year
roomie has this trig, problem dug out in
the back of her French book.
Characteristics of Edison
Margaret Stewart, ’35
Although Edison was one of t lie I inly great,
he possessed a personality that drew people
to him. Once when he, Henry Ford, and
another were going to Florida, some one in
a small town recognized him as he sat in the
car waiting for the others to have lunch.
When Mr. Fold and the other man returned,
they found him nodding and smiling to the
dense crowd that had gathered about him
and were excitedly handing him scraps of
paper to write on. He was fully enjoying
it all.
Another incident shows his sense of humor.
While in a store one day he asked to see
some electric bells. The sales-girl, not know¬
ing who lie was, tried to explain the working
of one, and got it wrong. Because he ques¬
tioned her closely she became angry and said
crossly, “Maybe you know more about elec¬
tricity than I do.” Edison chuckled and said
as he turned away, “Maybe I do.”
Edison, however, was sometimes very hu¬
manly out of humor. Those who worked for
him admit that at times he could “swear
something awful”. To those who were not
keen in observing and accurate in executing
orders, he directed the most cutting censure
he could think of.
In spite of the fact that he lost his temper
at times, Edison was able to retain the loy¬
alty of the men who worked for him. They
stood by him and told him to go on with his
work when he had no money to pay them.
He is said to have gone without his meals to
help them.
In addition to all these qualities, Edison
was essentially modest. One day a gentle¬
man took him by motor to Washington,
where a meeting was being held. On their
return to the train, the gentleman carried
the inventor’s suitcase for him. Edison said
afterwards, ‘I couldn’t understand that.”
Patience, and what Americans call “stick-
to-it-ive-ness” carried Edison through many
obstacles to victory. He worked early and
late on the perfecting of the incandescent
lamp. He tried sewing-thread, paper, and
various other things, but each time the ma¬
terial would yield to the heat of the elec¬
trical current. Then, finally, he found the
filament which could stand the intense heat
of the full current—and darkness gave place
to light.
Nor was this persistence evidenced in his
work alone. Someone tells of his fishing
for two days and a night, while on vacation,
without getting one bite. He would have
continued, too, if those with him had not
raised the anchor and sailed away.
Edison’s marvelous endurance was prob¬
ably one of his most outstanding character¬
istics. During his childhood, he was rather
delicate, but he soon outgrew this, and knew
practically no illness during boyhood and
manhood. The world marvels today at the
man who could stand sometimes eighteen
hours of work at one stretch, who could go
for days with only a few hours of sleep.
One of his men remembers his working
steadily for two weeks without going home,
and only taking one or two hours of sleep
at a time, to awake refreshed. Edison could
get along with just about as little food as
sleep. He drank lots of milk, but was very
model ate in his eating every other way.
Surely the man was great whose mind
could stand the wear and tear of more than
fifty years of deep concentration which his
work required. Such continued mental strain
would have caused an ordinary man to retire
at sixty, perhaps; but at eighty Edison’s
mind was still keen and inventive. Surely a
man who, at that age, could retain his mental
and physical fitness has approached, if not
reached, the height of a genius.
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The Poetry of the
Cornerstone
Frances Lawson, ’33
The announcement of the laying of the
cornerstone for the new library contained
these words, * significant occasion.”
Arrived at the place one watched with in¬
terne interest the highly symbolic ceremony
of that, ancient craft—the Free and Accepted
Masons. How fascinating it was to see them
as they, in one accord with bared heads and
gloved hands, humbly ritualized a prayer. It
seemed to give more meaning to their worship
but more mystery to the onlooker.
Seeing that, the alumni associations of the
affiliated schools were represented, one
knew that the event marked a furthering of
education rather than a beginning.
One of the craftsmen issued a proclama¬
tion for peace and quietness, in commanding
tones and unfamiliar phrases. Silence fell,
while curiosity gripped both young and old.
Was it that people hoped for the chance to
peer into the secrets of the ancient order by
eagerly watching one of their very few public
ceremonies? Or was it that they were genu¬
inely aware of the significance of it all ?
Did they see just a box of papers being
placed behind a slab of marble or was it the
preservation of pages of current history that
they perceived? Did they think of the plac¬
ing of the oil, wine, and corn in a building
as witchcraft ? Each one is a symbol of
something desired in the future use of the
building.
Behind the stone the workmen poured oil.
Could the onlookers see that the stone is a
part of a building which it is hoped will
become a balm to the wayfaring, a cure for
harassed minds and a satisfying source of
food for an awakened curiosity and hence
the use of oil, the symbol of a balm to heal,
satisfy, and cure?
And the wine—did the gazers visualize the
craft's hope that this edifice would house a
place for virtuous pleasures and Morris
chairs for the mind ? And that it might be
a mental coffee shop where men of the pres¬
ent. may meet those of the past? Could they
see this place as a rendezvous on the higher
way of life where future civilization and
aggressive science will meet with temperance
and truth? And that the symbol of this
hoped-for fellowship is wine?
But why use corn ? No man can do his
best work without first becoming fit. The
greatest factor in obtaining perfect strength
is food. Food for daily sustenance is essen¬
tial, but delicacies are needed to satisfy taste
whether of body or of mind. A satisfied
mind receives, retains, and produces its best
thoughts and creations. So in their asking
for all necessities, the craftsmen of the com¬
pass and square included food.
This building is to appease the funda¬
mental urge, hunger, al>ove all else. May the
truth-hungry find this house always supplied
to its capacity with the best, just as the bin
after a harvest.
The singing which accompanied the plac¬
ing of the symbols of their desires behind
the stone gave u> an example of tin* happy
workman. Happy indeed is the man who
Edison Uses Elis Time
Celeste Travis, ’35
Early in his childhood, Thomas A. Edison
decided that the school room held no attrac¬
tions for him; therefore he refused to pur¬
sue studies that did not interest him. Though
it is hardly believable, we are told that
Edison spent only three months in the school
room. Something more vital than the pur¬
suit of knowledge from books had seized him.
When he was a very small boy he had pecul¬
iar thoughts and beliefs about certain things.
These led him to ask a great many questions
of older people who came to dread his pres¬
ence. His teacher became provoked with him
because he asked so many questions and he
became provoked because she did not answer
them. It was then that he obstinately re¬
fused to attend school.
This, however, did not mean an end to his
education. At home his mother became his
teacher, but he was more satisfied with what
he himself found out concerning things. In
the basement of the Edison home was the
young scientist’s laboratory. It is said that
he was always experimenting with something.
He went so far as to give a cat a solution
which caused the animal to explode. Perhaps
the earliest of Edison’s inventions or dis¬
coveries were the materials and apparatus
he used. There were no instruments he could
buy, for the things he used were unheard of.
Soon Edison was called to work in a tele¬
phone office. When he arrived, he found
something to do, for many of the wires were
torn down and had not been in use for some
time, lie immediately repaired the wires.
The operation of the telephone was impor¬
tant, but Edison found his work in the cellar
of the building more important. When it
was learned that he was too busy to hold his
job he was discharged.
Next we find Edison working in the office
of a railway station, sending telegraph mes¬
sages. Here he was required to send to head¬
quarters every half hour a signal which was
to indicate that the operator was on duty.
Within a week the scientist had ready a ma¬
chine which sent the signals automatically
and left him free to work on his own inven¬
tions. The failure to receive and report an
important message revealed the secret. Again
he was discharged; but what did it matter
to him? He had plenty to do.
To him belongs the credit of inventing
the means of producing the electric lights.
The filament in the bulb cost time-long ex¬
perimentation. The means by which the cur¬
rent goes from one place to another is also
his invention. In brief he was greatly en¬
couraged by the experiments that he made
on machines and devices which already ex¬
isted. On the other hand, he had to work
against opposition and jealousy. 1 nlike many
scientists In* worked not for money, but to
serve humanity. He bears the name, “A
friend to humanity.”
has a significant task to perform. Thi> same
spirit is voiced in these lines:
“Sinus the man with work to do
Strong to serve at mill <>r mart,
With the head or with the heart."
The Voice from Above
Ercell Powell, ’33
It arrested the attention of every single
person, this voice coming from an airplane
that sailed in the air just over the roofs of
buildings. People at work everywhere were
forced to give ear to the roaring voice
floating heavily through the air. Out of
curiosity they listened carefully, because it
seemed wholly unthinkable that anybody
would be bold enough to deliberately dis¬
turb the city during its busiest hours unless
he had a vital message to give. Minds re¬
verted to the Old Testament times when
voices speaking from above always said
something important. With keen ears many
paused a minute to hear the loud clear voice
say, ‘ Drink Wola-Yola.” Then they paused
another minute in disgust and thought:
Advertisers in their selfishness, having hid¬
den much of the beauty and loveliness of
the landscape have exhausted every means
on earth of inducing people to buy, and now
they have gone up in the air. What next?
Atlanta University Eibrary
(Continued from page 1)
Every university needs a library for a
center of learning and a storehouse and index
to knowledge as well as a receptacle for
books, said Mi'. Weisiger.
This library is intended to benefit teachers
throughout the country by sending them de¬
sired information.
The laying of this cornerstone is an aus¬
picious occasion in that the library is the
first building of the new Atlanta University.
By it an opportunity is given to look for¬
ward and upward to the day when the library
will be a center of culture.
Some of the many interesting articles
placed in the cornerstone were: A copy of
the Agreement of Affiliation, front pages
from recent issues of Atlanta newspapers,
copies of latest issues of Morehouse and
Spelman campus publications, catalogues of
Negro colleges and universities of Atlanta, a
list of the names of workmen engaged in the
construction of the building, list of materials
used in the construction and current United
States coins.
The benediction was given by Rev. Frank¬
lin Clapp, President of Gammon Theological
Seminary.
Ehe Passing of the Barracks
(Continued From Page 1)
where Spelman girls can race and play to
their hearts' content. Within a short while
tin* old dreary buildings must give* up their
spaces to basketball and tennis courts, soccer
and baseball fields, and plots covered with
smooth, green grass and tall graceful trees.
What makes you eat your soup last and
your ice cream first ?
My stomach is upset, so I Hat my focal
backwards.
6 The Campus Mirror




Hart if Home, the little settlement on the
Tiher that grew to he ii great empire, was
one ot“ the subjects on the program at the
l it'I meeting of the Spelman College Latin
Club, Wednesday afternoon, October 14th.
Kuril) Homan Society, The Temple of Vesta
and the \estal Virgins, and an Imaginary
Journey to the Alban Mount completed an
interesting and instructive program. A num¬
ber of new members were present. The re¬
freshments consisted of grapes that were
supposed to have been grown in the region
st udied.
The Gump-Zander Wedding
Even those who have never had the pleas¬
ure of knowing the characters significant in
Comic-land were able to appreciate the
Gump-Zander Wedding, a unique presenta¬
tion, sponsored by the clever direction of
Mabel Hillman.
Playful rhymes tell the story of the play:
Beaux and belles from miles around,
You are now in Comic-town.
Sidney Smith and Willard, too,
And King create this show for you.
Widow Zander being a Jill,
To find her Jack has tried her skill.
Peppy duds and cash she lacks;
These she needs for her attack.
Age her beauty has defiled,
But with millions she’d beguile.
Money much this will require;
So to Scrooge she doth retire.
Scrooge, with interest sky high,
Lends her money with a sigh.
This to him she must repay
At 40 per cent on her wedding day.
Old Bim Gump is a likely catch—
lie spends millions with dispatch.
But the widow, in her pride,
Seeks the cash and youth besides.
This she finds in Young Tom Carr,
Whom she’s noted from afar.
But just as Tom was under her thumb,
Fate from him his fortune wrung.
So to Bim she once more turned,
Like a moth whose wings are burned.
To the altar they will go,
And happy live forever mo’e.
A Precious Gift
Carrie Adams, '34
She sits in her four-faced position, tall and
faithful. Hers is a never-changed garment
of grav, which makes her quite prominent.
From her sides she pours the bright clear
water for those who seek it. In that position
she never fails in her one duty, service, to
all. She is a stewardess from the earliest
hour in the morning to the latest at night.
Four-faced she sits, tall, ready to give to
the fortunate and unfortunate alike. Such
is the purpose of the Spelman Fountain.
The Hallowe'en Party
The spacious room at the Morehouse
Gymnasium with its half shaded lights,
producing a spooky atmosphere, proved to
be the very place to stage a Hallowe’en
party. It was here that Spelman and More¬
house students and part of the faculties
gathered to match wits and to frolic with
the witches and the bats and owls. More
nations than one were represented there.
Strong, sturdy Dutch lads walked with
Indian Princesses, short smiling “Chines”
wooed Spanish Senoritas, little Gvpsv girls
marched by the side of American boys.
The program, which accentuated the Hal¬
lowe’en spirit, consisted of music and solos
bv Lindy Harris and Naomah Williams.
The special feature of the program was
“The Dance of the Dragons”, executed by
seven girls: Evelyn Pittman, Maenelle
Dixon, Mary Menafee, Mildred McWhorter,
Rubye Sampson, Odessa Seabrooke, and
Birdie Scott. This skit was worked out and
presented by Miss Cooke. The program was
followed by the grand march, after which
Miss Dunlap, acting as spokesman for the
judges, announced the prize Avinners for the
best and most appropriate costumes. Carrie
Adams won first prize; Oteele Nichols and
Mildred WardlaAv receiving honorable
mention.
No one had a chance to get hungry, for
apples, cider rvith doughnuts, and ice cream
Avere being served throughout the evening
by a committee from the Morehouse
Y. M. C. A. and the Campus Mirror staff.




On Wednesday, November 4th, L’Alliance
Francaise Avas organized Avith the following
officers : President, Marjorie Stewart; Vice-
President, Millie Dobbs; Secretary, Lottie
Lyons.
The French language Avas employed in con¬
ducting the election, in the program, and the
songs. The numbers of the program were:
A short story, La Belle Pomme, by Bertlio-
lvn Reddick; a selection from The Cid, by
Emma Thomas, and E.rtose, from Victor
Hugo, by Marjorie SteAvart.
Members are admitted to this club from
each of the college classes.
f n+
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October's Social Events
October with its natural beauties and the
charms of autumn was chosen to date many
of tin* interesting social affairs taking place
on the campus.
Miss McGhee’s cozy apartment in the
Laura Spelman building has been the
rendezvous for many of these affairs. On
Sunday afternoon, October IS, Miss McGhee
entertained a group of tin* officers of the
campus organizations, at a luncheon, con¬
sisting of tasty delicacies, attractively
served.
Sunday morning, October 25, Miss Mc¬
Ghee1 Avas hostess to Misses Lind and Fergu¬
son, and another group of girls, to whom
she served breakfast.
Five o'Clock Tea
On October 14, the day of Miss Ruttkay’s
return from the hospital, where1 sin1 had
been recovering from a short illness, to
resume her duties as hall mother, the
seniors planned to greet her with an in¬
formal reception, a Five o’Clock Tea.
Miss Dobbs and Miss Erskine, Avho had
acted as house mothers during Miss Rutt¬
kay’s absence, and Mrs. Reddick, shared
with Miss Ruttkay, the pleasure of being
the seniors’ guests at the reception.
Tea and Avafers were served amidst lively
conversation and much merriment.
The Dramatic Association
Jule Clayton, ’34
A Dramatic Association, composed of about
thirty students from Atlanta University and
Morehouse and Spelman campuses, has been
organized as a neAv extra-curricular activity
on these campuses. All dramatics at the three
schools for this year will be handled by the
association. It will alternate its places of
meeting and scenes of production betAveen
Morehouse and Spelman campuses.
The purpose of the association is to pro¬
mote better dramatics, to train more thor¬
oughly the persons participating, and to se¬
em e the best material to train. In keeping
with this policy, persons ha\’e been carefully
selected on the basis of try-outs.
This association should be a great asset
to the colleges concerned. Miss Anne Cooke,
avIio is to be director of dramatics for the
association besides her excellent training, has
done good work at Spelman and Morehouse
in the past three years. The fiftieth anni¬
versary gave us one of her pieces of work
which has become widely known—the Pageant
of Spelman through Fifty Years. With Miss
Cooke as director and her personnel of se¬
lected actors, enjoyable programs are ex¬
pected of the Dramatic Association.
I Office Phone Wal. 3432 Residence AVal. 4789 ]
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The Brick Tells Its Story
Mamie A. Bynes, ’33
“Well, 1 guess there’s nothing in life for
me except that I must always be a part of
this worthless, rugged, untrodden embank¬
ment. Nothing ever passes me except the
wind, the falling leaves, and the brooklet
stream, and they never return. I wonder
why? How 1 wish I could see the world
from which they come and to which they are
going. There must be a new one and a better
one, too, or they wouldn’t leave this one
with such ease. But why should I worry?
Maybe my day will come yet.
(At last one day)
What’s happening to me? Spades are
pieicing my sides! A g.eat noise is about
me. I have been thrown into a new world,
and behold, it is moving!
(The next day)
Oh, thou who rulest over me, release me
and let me return to my old home. The sun
with all its pointed rays never felt so hot
as this world that I am now in. I have
changed my shape, my color is leaving fast,
and 1 feel that the worst is yet to come.
(Later)
Gee, that hot world was not as bad as I
thought. 1 feel better, I look better and
etheis are looking at me, and nobody has
ever thought so much of me before. I’m con¬
tent in a world like this.
(Twelve hours later)
Here 1 am in a moving world again and
it is much larger than the other one, for it
seems that it will never stop. I’m adventur¬
ous, all right, but a world that doesn’t stop
to think is just a little too much for me.
(After several days)
Well, I 'm not biagging, but at least I’ve
left that moving woi Id. I am now resting
along with millions of companions who are
just like me. Everything is still, and some¬
thing tells me that I am at the end of my
journey. Hut must 1 lie idle and worthless
always as I do now?
(The next morning)
What is a building? 1 just overheard a
conversation and one person said, “These
will go into the structure of that building.”
Whateve, it is, it can’t be worse than that
hot world and those moving worlds.
(A few weeks later)
Just as I thought; I am fit for nothing.
All of my ceinpanions have been put into
the structure of that building, and here 1 am
thrown aside with a few more of my pitiful
kind. Oh, well, everybody can’t make the
passing grade, and I may as well lx* one of
the failures in life.
(The next afternoon)
Behold! What a ciowd! Where have they
come from? It must be the building that
they have come t<> see. How I wish that I
weie a part of it. Listen, some one speaks.
What is he say ng ! Listen, ladies and gen¬
tlemen, we have assembled here today on a
glorious occasion the laying of the corner¬
stone of the Atlanta Lniversity Library. This
event will be lemembered and cherished
through the corning years. After a brief
ceremony, the cornerstone will be laid by the
Free and Accepted Masons of Georgia in
the presence of these witnesses, and those
worthy articles which will be named to you
will be sealed.
Did you hear all that ? Was he consider¬
ing me? I’m breathless! What is going to
happen? Heavens! They are seizing my
companions one by one and are filling that
open space. There are only two of us left.
I wonder—Ah! Someone has me now. Glory!
Of all the worlds that I have ever dreamed
of this one is going to exceed them all. What
a lucky chance for me! Not only do I feel
exalted, but the masons who handled me feel
so also. They will tell their grandchildren
about it and generations to come will stand
and gaze upon me as a part of that mem¬
orable event.
It just shows that no one knows what his
destiny in life will be. There is a world as
great, as this for every one, if he will await
his day. I would never have reached this
height if I had not endured with patience
those weary worlds—especially that hot one.
And now, it is life itself for me to sit and




The room for recuperating patients in the
infirmary was thoroughly clean; so much
so that a girl going in to see the nurse was
struck at such cleanliness.
She had walked into the hall, turned to
the left, and stood in the doorway of the
room. For some reason she went no further,
at first.
Sometimes we don’t want to believe this
or that. There are times when “perfection”,
or what may be termed “the last act”, dis¬
turbs us. So it was with the student’s feeling
toward the all-clean room. The thoroughness
was too much for her or “too good to be
true”. If only I could find a little dust,
thought she.
And so she glided alongside the wall,
brushing her finger-tips here and there in
search of dust. Hut the woodwork showed
no signs of half-dusting. The enameled table
tops, white curtains each hanging primly in
position, stainless towels each neatly arranged
on the racks, the glistening glass doors of
the medicine case, and a polished floor, each
had the girl’s attention. Well . . .! Nothing
of dirt to be seen.
But! As she turned to recover her former
position at the door it was her own muddy
foot-tracks, ugly and prominent, that sin*
instantly saw. Tracks all around the room!
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Doctor Mott's Speech
Ethel,yxde E. Arm strong, ’35
The youth of the Negro race were encour¬
aged to continue their upward climb when
the convincing voice of Doctor Mott ro e
out of the sudden hush that had fallen over
an assembly of the three affiliated colleges.
He was not so interested in the past of our
race, but rather used it as a background to
spur on the youth of today to a promising
future.
Doctor Mott is the International Secretary
of the Young Men’s Christian Association
and is interested in youth all over the world,
especially Negro youth. He has traveled
around the world many times and since he is
such a keen observer and is so interested
in people, he has studied many religions and
the ideas of people all over the world.
Looking at the world from his point of
view, we find that it is in great need of
young college men and women with a dif¬
ferent philosophy of life—a philosophy of
life that enables them to be more willing
to cooperate with people, to really think
things out before acting, to have more ini¬
tiative to face life as it is, and to acquire
more leaders that are servants. One thing we
must know is that all people have two things
in common: temptations and sorrows.
“\ oung men see visions, old men dream
dreams." There aie too many visions that a e
seen and lost. If the youth of today are to
achieve their highest goal, they must neve •
lose their visions. They must press on, make
things turn out right, work hard, and use
the Golden Rule of Christianity as a motto.
This motto will be our support in the time
of hardships and our triumph song when we
reach our goal.
Now that we see our visions and are going
to keep them, our greatest concern is reach¬
ing them. Again we use the principles of
the Golden Rule which make us have noth¬
ing less than Christian religion. With Chris¬
tianity we get a complete tiust in a Supreme
Being, Jesus Christ, who has lived the life
that we are now struggling with.
What is better than an inspiring talk like
this one to the Negro youth at this time when
all odds seem to be against them? We could
feel that life was really worth while, afte
all, that the past is not only something that
has happened, but that it enlightens the p:cs
ent and helps us on toward the future.
“Yes, I have always been religiously in
dined,” commented tin* oys ter as he slid
down the minister’s throat. “but 1 m■ver
thought 1 '<1 enter the clergy■.’’—Street 'Car
Pamphlet.
+
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VtY
Y. W. C. A.
Frances Lawson, ’33
Sunday evenings are highlights in the
V. \Y. U. A. at Spelman. November has
brought an unusual treat. The audience was
able to assemble in Howe Memorial Hall and
visit. European Cathedrals with Miss Nep¬
tune. Another evening Velma Dolphin gave
Trente’s Reasons for Disarmament in a brief,
interesting way. The Y is aiming to bring
some special interest to the girls each Sun¬
day evening. For the remaining evenings
of November there will be Worship Service,
a discussion of World Fellowship, and a
Thanksgiving program. For December the
plans include talks on Art and Artists, which
will include Rodin, the sculptor, and Rem¬
brandt, the painter. It is hoped that these
programs will help to show that the ideal
of the Y. W. C. A. is to uplift the mind




The Atlanta Student Interracial Forum
had its first meeting October 8, 1931, in the
Laura Spelman Rockefeller Assembly Room
at Spelman College. The schools represented
in this meeting were: Agnes Scott, Clark,
Morehouse, Morris Brown, and Spelman
Colleges, and Atlanta and Emory Univer¬
sities. Mr. Brazeal, Professor of Economies
at Morehouse College, gave the history of
the Forum, ending with a challenge to the
members to accomplish something definite.
The things the Forum has accomplished in
the five years of its existence give much
experience to build on, and it has increas¬
ing support for effective work.
A second, but no less interesting, part
of the program consisted of speeches by one
representative from each school on “The
Status of Negroes in America”, from a social,
economic, or political viewpoint.
The second meeting of the Forum was held
at Morehouse College, with Mr. Hugh Harris,
Professor of Sociology at Emory l niver-
sity, as speaker. His subject was “Common
Interests of All Peoples . Mr. Harris spoke
of the desire to be real personalities, not
merely one of a number, of a desire for
recognition in some social order, of the nat¬
ural human desire for achievement, and of
our ideals—the forces which push us on and
up, as being the great binding forces of
humankind.
Interest in the Forum is growing on all
of the campuses and it is to be hoped that
it; will become one of the strongest inter¬
collegiate student organizations in the city
of Atlanta.
The Role of Women
New vigor and enthusiasm should swell
the bea t <'f eveyv young college woman
who heard President Read 's talk in chapel
October 2S. Not only should the girl feel
proud of her station in the past and the
present, but she should rejoice all the more
for the blooming prospects of the future.
Fifty per cent of the purchasing power to¬
day is controlled by women. It has been
proved that women can do anything that
men can do and some other things. Women
can civilize societv; men cannot. Women
set the standard greatly in respect to
religion and morals. In the realm of
beauty and poetry and in respect to social
life and manners, women excel. The modern
college woman has a w'de field of interests.
Some will be sensible mothers, others
teachers, or workers in some professional
field; none are compelled to disgrace them¬
selves, or their families by an unsightly
marriage, and none will feel ashamed of the
title “old maid.” Tn all walks of life,
however, it should be remembered that the
competitive ideas of material things bring
trouble. As to the type of home, clothes,
car, etc., that she demands, her common
sense should be her guide.
Anniversary Program of
Nursery School
A significant campus event of November
Gth was the celebration of the first annive”
sarv of t he establishment of a Nursery School
on Spelman campus, with Miss Martha I.
McAlpine of the Department of t'liild De¬
velopment of the University of (Jeorgia as
the speaker of tlx* evening. A large group
of parents and special guests came and were
received by Miss Pearlie E. Reed Director
of the Nursery School Department, who, with
her assistants, gave the guests a demonstra¬
tion, with explanations of the equipment,
principles and procedures used in the Nursery
School to train and develop children of pre¬
school age.
The guests were then directed to the Cloth¬
ing Department, where Miss Dunlap, head of
that department, demonstrated and explained
the type of clothes suitable fo” the pre-school
child'.
At 8:00 o’clock the guests were assembled
in Hie assembly room for another feature of
the program. Here Miss Reed, the director,
gave a brief history of the development of
the Nursery School movement in the United
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Rev. Howard Thurman spoke inffc estingly
on the subject, “A Father’s Opinion of the
Spelman College Nursery School.” After
which Miss Reed introduced the speaker for
the evening, Miss Martha I. McAlpine, from
the department of Child Development of the
University of Georgia. Miss McAlpine, in her
address, gave many interesting facts about
Nursery schools, including the aims, works,
and results that are being obtained.
President Read then gave a few sugges¬
tions'on the need of parent education. This
feature of the program was followed by a
delightful social hour in the Foods Depart¬
ment, where Miss Watson, head of the de¬
partment, served delicious sandwiches and
coffee.
WHAT PRICE LONGEVITY?
Among the many significant statements
made by the late Thomas A. Edison was:
“The mo.e mental apparatus is worked, the
h uge:' will the normal person live. Retiring
from an active mental life is a dangerous
thing.” One fears for the longevity of col¬
lege students if Mr. Edison is right.
+
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